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Chapter 13
A NETWORK FORENSIC SCHEME
USING CORRENTROPY-VARIATION
FOR ATTACK DETECTION
Nour Moustafa and Jill Slay
Abstract

Network forensic techniques help track cyber attacks by monitoring and
analyzing network traﬃc. However, due to the large volumes of data
in modern networks and sophisticated attacks that mimic normal behavior and/or erase traces to avoid detection, network attack investigations demand intelligent and eﬃcient network forensic techniques.
This chapter proposes a network forensic scheme for monitoring and
investigating network-based attacks. The scheme captures and stores
network traﬃc data, selects important network traﬃc features using
the chi-square statistic and detects anomalous events using a novel
correntropy-variation technique. An evaluation of the network forensic scheme employing the UNSW-NB15 dataset demonstrates its utility
and high performance compared with three state-of-the-art approaches.
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1.

Introduction

Due to increases in the number and sophistication of network-based
attacks, eﬀective techniques and tools are required to conduct network
forensic investigations. The WannaCry ransomware attack on Microsoft
Windows systems in May 2017 infected more than 230,000 computers
in about 150 countries [3]. Advanced techniques are required to analyze
network traﬃc in order to identify potential security policy abuses and
information assurance violations, along with their sources [4, 11, 27].
Although extracting network packets for forensic analysis is simple
in theory, it requires accurate inspection due to large and diverse network ﬂows [10, 11]. Accurate inspection requires an advanced feature
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selection method that selects only relevant information, including attack patterns. Identifying the key features supports the aggregation of
network observations and investigations of the attack evidence [22].
Several commercial and open-source tools such as NetDetector Suite,
PyFlag and Xplico have been developed to support network forensic
investigations [6]. These tools collect and analyze ﬂow information in
network packets (e.g., IP addresses and port numbers) [9, 11]. However,
this information is increasingly unreliable due to device mobility and
dynamic IP address allocation [6]. Consequently, exploring dependencies
of ﬂow information without analyzing the transitions between ﬂows is
challenging.
This chapter presents a high-performance network forensic scheme
that supports attack detection and attack source identiﬁcation. The
scheme relies on network traﬃc captures by the tcpdump sniﬃng tool
and stores the captures in a MySQL database to support the analysis
and aggregation of network traﬃc data. Important features related to
anomalous activities are selected using the chi-square statistic [5, 15].
Following this, a correntropy-variation technique is applied to determine
risk levels for normal and attack samples. The network forensic scheme
is evaluated against three state-of-the-art approaches using the UNSWNB15 dataset [18], which contains comprehensive data related to normal
and abnormal network traﬃc.

2.

Related Work

Several network forensic schemes have been proposed in the literature [11, 13, 16]. A typical scheme captures and logs network traﬃc
data in a database to support attack investigations. Important traﬃc
attributes are stored, including ﬂow identiﬁers such as source/destination IP addresses and ports, along with statistical information about
packets such as packet size and packet interval. Sometimes, network
packets are marked at routers as network ﬂows move from senders to
receivers [13]. A number of machine learning and heuristic approaches
have been proposed for modeling and detecting network attacks [7, 11].
These approaches typically employ a training phase to distinguish between normal and suspicious samples, and a testing phase in which the
training results are applied to normal and suspicious samples [18].
A number of network forensic frameworks have been proposed [4, 10–
12, 27]. Khan et al. [12] have proposed a traceback-based framework for
identifying the origins of network packets, especially in investigations of
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) and IP spooﬁng attacks. Wang et
al. [27] have developed a topology-assisted deterministic packet mark-
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ing technique based on IP traceback for tracking denial-of-service and
distributed denial-of-service attacks. Cheng et al. [4] have employed a
cloud-based traceback architecture to tackle access control challenges in
cloud systems; their goal is to prevent users from requesting traceback
information for malicious reasons.
Converged-network-based frameworks have been proposed for investigating attacks on VoIP communications networks [10, 11]. Attackers
have been known to target voice communications by injecting attack
packets or modifying legitimate voice packets. Ibrahim et al. [10] have
designed an evidence model for investigating attacks on VoIP communications networks by framing hypotheses based on the collected information. He et al. [9] have modeled network vulnerabilities using evidence graphs; network vulnerability evidence and reasoning techniques
are used to reconstruct malicious scenarios and backtrack to the network
packets to obtain the original evidence. Attack-graph-based frameworks
have been employed to discover and visualize possible attack paths in
networks [11]. Liu et al. [14] have combined Bayesian inference and evidence graphs; their approach reduces false positive rates by computing
the posterior probabilities in the evidence graphs.
Khan et al. [11] have proposed a framework that addresses the scalability problem by distributing network forensic servers and data agent
systems [11]. Tafazzoli et al. [23] have proposed a network forensic architecture that comprises ﬁve components: (i) collection and indexing; (ii)
database management; (iii) analysis; (iv) analysis results communication; and (v) database for collecting and analyzing anomalous patterns.
Finally, network intrusion detection and prevention frameworks are
widely used to monitor traﬃc and mitigate attacks. Network forensic
schemes based on intrusion detection typically employ static and dynamic inspection of network traﬃc to detect anomalies [16]. Wang et
al. [26] have proposed hybrid attack detection and distributed forensic
techniques for machine-to-machine networks; their techniques speciﬁcally combat distributed denial-of-service attacks.
Although existing network forensic frameworks support attack and
other incident investigations, they are falling behind in their ability to
cope with the large traﬃc volumes encountered in modern networks.
Additionally, network forensic techniques require considerable time and
space resources, especially when investigating large-scale distributed networks without aggregating relevant ﬂows that include attack traﬃc.
These challenges have motivated the development of the proposed network forensic scheme for monitoring and investigating network-based
attacks. The scheme captures and stores network data, selects impor-
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tant network features using the chi-square statistic and helps investigate
anomalous events using a novel correntropy-variation technique.

3.

Network Forensic Scheme

The key tasks in network forensics are to log attacker activities and
apply forensic techniques to analyze the logged data. This provides
valuable information about the attacker and the attack mechanism [8].
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed network forensic scheme. The ﬁrst
step captures network packets via sniﬃng and stores the captured network packets in a database to facilitate attack investigations. The second step selects important features and removes extraneous and redundant information that might negatively impact attack investigations.
The third step investigates attacks and their origins using the novel
correntropy-variation technique.

3.1

Capturing and Storing Network Data

The large numbers and volumes of ﬂows in modern networks demand
an aggregation method that starts from capturing packets to storing
them in a database for supporting network forensic investigations. The
tcpdump tool is used to capture raw packets from network interfaces.
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Network traﬃc is sniﬀed at edge devices, in particular, ingress routers
in order to collect relevant ﬂows based on their source and destination
IP addresses and ports, and protocols. Following this, several packet
features are extracted from the captured traﬃc using the Bro and Argus
tools (which were also used to create the UNSW-NB15 dataset).
Traﬃc data features for each network ﬂow across the network are
stored in a MySQL database. The ﬂows are recorded using MySQL
Cluster CGE, which can handle large-scale data and support real-time
processing.
MySQL functions are used to aggregate data using multiple attributes
of the traﬃc features. This addresses the drawbacks of tools such as Netﬂow and sFlow that can handle only one feature at a time. Attack path
investigations are simpliﬁed when the ﬂows between source and destination IP addresses are counted and tracked. For example, distributed
denial-of-service attacks send large numbers of pings to disrupt a target; if these pings are monitored and counted, then the attack origins
can be identiﬁed using the correntropy-variation technique discussed in
Section 3.3.
The non-stationary properties of ﬂows between IP addresses and ports
are totaled by applying the Count function for all possible combinations
of ﬂows:
Select COUNT(*) as flows, srcip, dstip from network data group by
srcip, dstip;
Select COUNT(*) as flows, srcip, srcport from network data group
by srcip, srcport;
Select COUNT(*) as flows, dstip, dsport from network data group by
dstip, dsport, srcport;

In the queries, flows is a network ﬂow between two IP addresses,
srcip is the source IP address, dstip is the destination IP address,
srcport is the source port number and dsport is the destination port
number. Each query retrieves the number of ﬂows that match the speciﬁed features.
The collected ﬂows should not include duplicated ﬂows or missing
ﬂows. Consequently, uniform random sampling is employed to select
arbitrary samples in which no ﬂow is included more than once. All the
samples have the same selection probability; moreover, a given pair of
samples has the same probability of selection as the other pairs. Uniform
random sampling reduces data bias and simpliﬁes data analysis [25].
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Feature Selection

In addition to selecting relevant network ﬂows, it is necessary to identify the important features in the ﬂows. The chi-square (χ2 ) feature
selection method [5, 15] is employed due to its simplicity and ease of implementation in real-time applications. The χ2 statistic measures the occurrences of two independent variables associated with their class label,
following which the highest ranked variable is selected as an important
feature. The χ2 statistic is computed using the following equation:
χ2 =

 (Oi − E)2
i

E

(1)

where Oi is the observed value of a sample ﬂow and E is the expected
value (mean) of the sample ﬂows.

3.3

Correntropy-Variation Technique

The correntropy-variation technique combines the correntropy measure [2] to estimate the similarities between normal and attack samples,
and a variation threshold for discovering attack samples. Correntropy
is a nonlinear similarity function that reveals the relationships between
normal and anomalous samples whereas variation estimates how diﬀerent anomalous samples are from normal samples.
The correntropy Vσ of two random variables, f1 and f2 , is estimated
by:
Vσ (f1 , f2 ) = E[κσ (f1 − f2 )]

(2)

where σ is the kernel size, E[.] is the expected value of the features and
Kσ (.) is the Gaussian kernel function computed using the equation:
Kσ (.) = √

(.)2
1
exp(− 2 )
2σ
2Π · σ

(3)

The joint probability density function (PF1 ,F2 (f1 , f2 )) is not identiﬁed. However, a ﬁnite number of samples {fi , fj }M
i,j=1 are known. Consequently, the correntropy is computed using the equation:
V̂M,σ (A, B) =

M
1 
Kσ (fi − fj )
M

(4)

i,j=1

In order to apply the correntropy measure to multivariate network
data, the correntropy is computed for normal and malicious samples.
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The mean of the correntropy values of normal samples corpy normal is
computed during the training phase using the following equation:
1
· corpy normal
(5)
N
where N is the number of normal samples.
During the testing phase, the correntropy value corpy test is estimated
for each sample using Equations (4) and (5).
A baseline between μ(corpy normal ) and each corpy test value is created
using the standard deviation measure δ, which estimates the amount of
variation between the mean of the normal correntropy values and the
correntropy values of test samples. If the absolute value of the variation
is greater than or equal 2δ (i.e., two standard deviations), then the test
sample is considered to be an attack; otherwise, it is normal:
μ(corpy normal ) =

Attack: if |μ(corpy normal ) − corpy test | ≥ 2δ.
Normal: otherwise.
This is because, at a distance of two standard deviations or more, the
test sample is so far from the dispersion of normal correntropy values
that it does not ﬁt within the distribution of normal samples.
The absolute variation |μ(corpy normal ) − corpy test | is normalized to
obtain a risk level for each sample in the range [0, 1]. The normalized
risk level RL of a (normal or test) sample is given by:
RL =

|corpy normal/test − min(corpy normal )|
max(corpy normal ) − min(corpy normal )

(6)

where min(corpy normal ) and max(corpy normal ) are the minimum and
maximum correntropy values over all the normal samples, respectively.
The risk levels, which specify the extent to which anomalous samples
deviate from normal samples, enable the identiﬁcation of attack samples
with low false alarm rates.
The ﬂow identiﬁers of attack samples are associated with their estimated risk levels. If the risk level has a value of one, then the attack
poses the greatest risk to an organization because it sends many ﬂows
to a speciﬁc destination (e.g., a distributed denial-of-service attack). An
attack sample with a risk level of zero poses the least risk to the organization. Table 1 provides information about selected samples in the
UNSW-NB15 dataset along with their risk levels. Note that anomalous
samples (i.e., attacks) have higher risk levels of at least 0.5 compared
with normal samples that have risk levels less than 0.5.
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Table 1.

Selected samples with their risk levels.

Source IP
Address

Source Dest. IP
Port
Address

Dest. Protocol Label Risk
Port
Level

149.171.126.14
175.45.176.1
175.45.176.3
175.45.176.2
175.45.176.0

179
15982
63888
7434
15558

33159
5060
179
80
179

4.

175.45.176.3
149.171.126.14
149.171.126.14
149.171.126.16
149.171.126.13

TCP
UDP
TCP
TCP
TCP

0
0
0
1
1

0.23
0.11
0.25
0.83
0.72

Results and Discussion
This section presents the results and discusses their signiﬁcance.

4.1

Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

The performance of the proposed scheme was evaluated using the
UNSW-NB15 dataset because it comprises a large collection of contemporary legitimate and anomalous activities. The dataset contains
approximately 100 GB of network packets and about 2,540,044 feature
vectors maintained in four CSV ﬁles. Each vector contains 47 features
and the class label. The data is categorized into ten classes, one class
corresponding to normal activities and nine classes corresponding to security events and malware activities: (i) analysis; (ii) denial-of-service;
(iii) exploits; (iv) fuzzers; (v) generic; (vi) reconnaissance; (vii) backdoors; (viii) shellcode; and (ix) worms.
The performance of the proposed scheme for identifying and tracking
attacks was evaluated using two metrics: (i) accuracy; and (ii) false
alarm rate (FAR):
Accuracy: The accuracy is the percentage of legitimate and suspicious samples that are correctly identiﬁed:
Accuracy =

(T P + T N )
× 100
TP + TN + FP + FN

(7)

False Alarm Rate: The false alarm rate is the percentage of
normal and malicious samples that are incorrectly classiﬁed:
F alse Alarm Rate =

FP + FN
× 100
TP + TN + FP + FN

(8)

Note that T P and T N are the numbers of true positives and true negatives, respectively; and F P and F N are the numbers of false positives
and false negatives, respectively.
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Table 2.

4.2

Features selected for investigating attacks.

Weight

Feature

Feature Description

0.592
0.558
0.552
0.551
0.550
0.549
0.513
0.489

sbytes
swin
dttl
stcpb
dtcpb
dwin
smean
sload

Source to destination bytes
Source TCP window advertisement
Destination to source time to live
Source TCP sequence number
Destination TCP sequence number
Destination TCP window advertisement
Mean ﬂow packet size transmitted by source
Source bits per second

Pre-Processing and Feature Selection

The software used in the evaluation was developed using the R language and executed on a workstation with an i7 CPU and 16 GB RAM
running the Windows 7 operating system. Three random samples, with
100,000, 200,000 and 300,000 items, were selected from the UNSW-NB15
dataset to extract important features using the chi-square statistic and
investigate attack activities using the correntropy-variation technique.
Table 2 lists the eight features that were selected based on their high
chi-square values.
Feature vectors with ﬁve ﬂow identiﬁers (i.e., source IP address, source
port, destination IP address, destination port and protocol type) were
selected using the uniform random sampling technique.
Table 1 shows ﬁve samples selected from the USNW-NB15 dataset,
along with their computed risk levels. The risk levels were subsequently
associated with their ﬂow identiﬁers to analyze the evidence for attack
activity. The chi-square statistic and uniform random sampling ensured
the selection of features and samples that reﬂected legitimate and suspicious network activities.

4.3

Network Forensic Evaluation

Correntropy diﬀerentiates between legitimate and attack samples; this
is because it estimates the nonlinear similarities between the samples.
Figure 2 shows that the correntropy values of normal samples have fewer
peaks than the correntropy values for attack samples. Thus, diﬀerent
attack types could be identiﬁed and investigated using the ﬁve ﬂow identiﬁers associated with their risk levels.
Table 3 shows the results of evaluating the performance of the correntropy-variation technique. The evaluation metrics are the overall accu-
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Correntropy of normal and attack samples.

Performance of the correntropy-variation technique.
Sample Size
100,000
200,000
300,000

Accuracy

FAR

94.31%
95.72%
95.98%

5.69%
4.28%
4.02%

racy and false alarm rate for the features listed in Table 2. Note that
the overall accuracy improves from 94.31% to 95.98% while the overall
false alarm rate falls from 5.69% to 4.02% as the sample size increases
from 100,000 to 300,000.
Table 4 shows that the proposed scheme recognizes diﬀerent attack
samples in the dataset. Speciﬁcally, the accuracy of detecting normal
samples increases from 92.12% to 93.29% as the sample size increases
from 100,000 to 300,000. Also, the accuracy of detecting malicious samples increases from a low of 45.82% for worms to a high of 97.55% for
denial-of-service attacks.
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Table 4.

Comparison of accuracy values for three sample sizes.

Sample
Types

Sample Size
100,000

Sample Size
200,000

Sample Size
300,000

92.12%
88.26%
95.71%
76.47%
64.33%
83.56%
58.38%
54.42%
65.76%
45.82%

93.16%
89.45%
95.13%
77.82%
65.23%
87.52%
59.24%
71.23%
66.48%
45.92%

93.29%
90.22%
97.55%
77.19%
66.28%
88.87%
60.32%
72.42%
65.98%
48.87%

Normal
Analysis
Denial-of-Service
Exploits
Fuzzers
Generic
Reconnaissance
Backdoors
Shellcode
Worms

The results obtained with the proposed correntropy-variation network
forensic (CV-NF) technique are compared against those obtained with
three state-of-the art approaches, namely the ﬁlter-based support vector
machine (FSVM) technique [1], multivariate correlation analysis (MCA)
technique [24] and artiﬁcial immune system (AIS) technique [20] using
the UNSW-NB15 dataset. The results in Figure 3 reveal that the proposed technique outperforms the other three techniques in terms of accuracy as well as the false alarm rate.
The correntropy-variation network forensic technique produces the
best results because it estimates the correntropy values for normal and
test samples, and subsequently identiﬁes samples that are more than
two standard deviations away from the mean of normal samples as attacks. The ﬁlter-based support vector machine and artiﬁcial immune
system techniques undergo training and validation with large numbers
of normal and malicious samples. In contrast, the multivariate correlation analysis technique relies on correlations between attributes using
a Gaussian mixture model; however, it may not precisely identify the
boundaries between normal and malicious mixture models [19].

5.

Conclusions

The network forensic scheme described in this chapter is designed for
monitoring and investigating network-based attacks in real-time. The
scheme involves three steps: capturing and storing network traﬃc data,
selecting important traﬃc features and investigating anomalous traﬃc.
The chi-square statistic and uniform random sampling are used to select
sample features and samples, respectively; and the novel correntropyvariation technique is leveraged to identify samples with high risk levels
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Figure 3.

Comparison of the performance of the four techniques.

based on their ﬂow identiﬁers (potential attacks). The case study employing the UNSW-NB15 dataset demonstrates the eﬃciency and eﬃcacy of the network forensic scheme, especially its higher accuracy and
lower false alarm rate compared with three state-of-the-art network attack detection approaches. Future research will attempt to re-target the
proposed network forensic scheme for use in cloud and fog computing
environments.
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